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I. Editorial

Carlo Rizzuto

Another 3 months have passed-by with no rest for ELI. The
three pillars and their teams have continued evolving the
implementation towards the operational phase. A very useful,
second meeting with the prospective partners has allowed to
present the progress and the possible day one experiments to
be performed. The first meeting of the ISTAC, the International
Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee, has already
yielded very effective suggestions in particular how to involve
in the most effective way the possible partner facilities
operating in the members’ countries. An important task to
be started now is the preparation of the first call for users
applications (a test-call ‘Zero’), aiming at starting and growing
a strong relationship with the user communities, which will be
the real fuel to support the growth in scientific excellence and
in technical capabilities of ELI-ERIC.

ELI is now in the process of setting-up the Administration and Finance Committee, as deliberated
by the last General Assembly. The outcome of several working Groups on costing, users access,
technology transfer, human resources, organization, etcetera are now flowing in, helping to
increasingly detail the landscape of activities and decision making processes to be approached
by the ELI-ERIC. These aspects will be assessed and optimized with the support of members and
prospective members in the next months through this important committee.
Also, the main project funded by the Horizon2020 program of the EU, ELITRANS, is now subject
to a close internal re-examination and redefinition, according to the fast evolving aspects to be
effectively addressed. Its new structure and verification means will be discussed with the funding
authority and we look forward to achieving the most effective use of the allocated resources.
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The preparation to apply for the setting-up of the ERIC is also fast maturing, as already Romania
and the Czech Republic have signed the letters for submittal, and Hungary is coming forward.
The application will be sent within the next few days and the official negotiations will start with
the other members, which may be interested to join the ERIC already before the next step, and
become founding members.
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Therefore, we are expecting a busy end of the year and start of the next year, but still we are
happy to wish to all our readers the best winter holidays and festivities and a very Happy New
Year 2017 to all!
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III. Highlights
3.1 ELI-ALPS – Highly efficient
terahertz pulse source
Researchers from ELIALPS published a cover
article in Optica on the
demonstration
of
a
terahertz pulse source
made out of zinc telluride.
The source has an 0.3
percent THz generation
efficiency, which is two
orders of magnitude higher
than reported previously
from ZnTe. This unique THz source with excellent
focusability, pumped by novel, efficient infrared
sources, opens up new perspectives for THz
high-field applications.
Read the article here:
https://www.osapublishing.org/optica/abstract.
cfm?uri=optica-3-10-1075

3.2 ELI-NP – Combination
of ultrashort laser pulses
Researchers from ELI-NP analysed non-collinear
spectral coherent combining (NCSCC) of
ultrashort pulses. With the aid of 2D modelling
of the electromagnetic ﬁeld, the researchers
discovered that in the case of two pulses, a
potentially unwanted spatio-temporal structure
of the ﬁeld appears, corresponding to spatial
and temporal modulation of the pulse. By
using NCSCC of three 62 femtoseconds long
pulses with different spectral composition, such
spatial-temporal coupling is eliminated and the
combined pulse duration in the focal region
drops to less than half. The method is scalable to
a large number of ultrashort pulses.
Read the article here:
http://www.eli-np.ro/scientific-papers/OE2016non-colinear-spectral-CBC.pdf

IV. EUCALL finishes first year,
bearing new technologies
By Graham Appleby

3.3 ELI Beamlines – Fast
protons from thin solid
hydrogen ribbon
The intense scientific and technological
collaboration between a group of scientists and
engineers coming from ELI Beamlines (IoP-ASCR,
Prague), Service des Basses Températures (INACCEA, Grenoble) and PALS (IPP-ASCR, Prague)
has led to the world’s first experimental test of
a cryogenic targetry delivering system, made of
a very thin solid hydrogen ribbon as a source of
fast protons, produced by high-power lasers.
They report on their findings in Phys. Rev. X.
Read the article here:
https://journals.aps.org/prx/abstract/10.1103/
PhysRevX.6.041030

The European Cluster of Advanced Laser Light
sources (EUCALL), a European Union-funded
project that aims to foster links between
accelerator- and laser-driven X-ray facilities,
has completed the first of its three planned
years. The project successfully met all twenty
of its milestones and deliverables for the
first year, producing a new open-source tool
for experiment simulations and developing
specifications for several pieces of new scientific
equipment.
Within the EUCALL project, which launched
in October 2015 and is coordinated by the
European X-ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL)
Facility in Germany, the accelerator-driven
and the laser-driven X-ray sources of Europe
collaborate for the first time in a comprehensive
way on technical, scientific, and strategic issues.
EUCALL involves approximately 100 scientists
from European XFEL, DESY and Helmholtz
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf in Germany, ESRF
in France, Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste in Italy, Lund
University in Sweden, PSI in Switzerland, and

each ELI pillar in the Czech Republic, Hungary,
and Romania. The project also involves the
previously established scientific networks FELs
of Europe and Laserlab Europe.
Simulation platform
A first result is a simulation platform called
SIMEX. Building on existing simulation codes,
SIMEX integrates different steps of many
types of X-ray investigations. Such simulations
allow scientists to try out different settings
and to optimize their procedures before their
experiments, so they can make the most of their
valuable beamtime.
Recent simulations strive to help in approaching
the “holy grail” of structural biology, a theorized
technique called single-particle imaging, which
would allow scientists to determine the structure
of a single molecule at atomic resolution.
SIMEX not only allows scientists to simulate
single-particle imaging, but also to simulate
various types of scattering and spectroscopy
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and tailor each to the characteristics of any
specific X-ray source used. Planned add-ons
are simulation capabilities for X-ray analysis of
laser-excited matter and for recently developed
plasma-driven accelerator experiments such
as those under construction at the ELI pillars.
The program was released in April 2016 and is
successfully being applied to scientific cases.
Other EUCALL milestones reached in the past
year were specifications for a standardized
sample/target delivery system to be used at
all participating EUCALL facilities, as well as
a design report for a new transparent X-ray
intensity monitor. The X-ray monitor is based
on a xenon-based intensity monitor that is
currently used at the German research centre
DESY’s FLASH soft X-ray free-electron laser
and will be capable of dealing with both the
hard X-rays to be delivered by the European
XFEL as well as the ultrashort laser pulses to be
generated at the ELI facilities. The first prototype
will be tested during 2017.
Involvement ELI
ELI is leading EUCALL’s “Synergy” Work Package,
which focusses on enhancing the combined
research and innovation potential of the new
network of facilities. A new database is under
development, which will allow potential users
to enter their requirements and will identify
the most appropriate beamline/instrument for
their planned experiments. During 2017 and
2018, EUCALL will organise several targeted
workshops, which aim to provide experience
exchange from the management of EUCALL’s
operational light sources like DESY and ESRF,
to the in-preparation facilities such as ELI and
European XFEL. These workshops will focus on
best practices and mistakes to avoid in issues
such as “User Access to Advanced Light Sources”
and “Technology Transfer and Innovation
of Advanced Light Sources”. Further events
planned for the scientific community involve
experience exchange on the application of
synchrotron, free-electron laser and high-power
laser-driven X-ray radiation to a single field such
as Structural Biology; as well as to problems of
societal relevance such as climate change and
green energy.
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‘EUCALL is a unique opportunity for two formerly
independent scientific communities to meet,
discuss, and work in synergy to identify joint
solutions to common scientific and societally
relevant challenges,’ says Catalin Miron, Deputy
Director General of the ELI Delivery Consortium.
‘From the operational point a view, newly
established research infrastructures such as ELI
have lots to learn from the well-established,
accelerator-based user facilities, and EUCALL
is the ideal forum for expertise and knowledge
transfer.’
In its first report, EUCALL’s Scientific Advisory
Committee stated that the project’s successful
approach should be continued beyond its initial
three-year scope. ‘The technical developments
in the EUCALL project are not only relevant for
the facilities that are directly involved, but are
also of significant importance to other light
sources that could profitably be involved on
rather short notice, for example LCLS [in the
USA],’ the committee reported.
‘The EUCALL project brings together experts from
different types of light sources,’ says Thomas
Tschentscher, European XFEL scientific director
and EUCALL’s project director. ‘The exchange of
know-how and the joint developments provide
new impulses to the individual light sources,
and also pave the way towards new science and
technology applications.’
We would like to inform the readers of ELInes
that we recently created a page on the EUCALL
website which provides links to all of the regular
newsletters of each of EUCALL’s partners, direct
links to their subscription pages, as well as links
to the social media channels which exist:
www.eucall.eu/outreach

EUCALL has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 654220.
www.eucall.eu / contact@eucall.eu

V. Scientific
experiments and new
research possibilities
5.1 ELI-NP: Exploring
atomic nuclei with high
power lasers
By Florin Negoita

High power lasers open up new possibilities
to study atomic nuclei. The laser intensities
beyond 1023 W/cm2 that will be obtained with
tightly focused 10 petawatt laser pulses of ELINP have associated electric field intensities
above a gigavolt per centimetre; this is
however several orders of magnitude lower
than the intranuclear electric fields. The direct
effects of the laser field on internal nuclear
movement are, therefore, unlikely.
Instead, ion acceleration mechanisms and
high energy X/gamma ray production are
predicted to become very effective at such
laser intensity. Solid state density bunches
of accelerated particles through Radiation
Pressure Acceleration (RPA) mechanisms and
conversion efficiencies of 50 percent from
laser energy to gamma rays in a femtosecond
pulse duration promise to enable nuclear
studies
inaccessible
to
conventional
accelerator nuclear facilities. Among them we
can mention: (i) production of nuclei far from
stability as a result of fusion reaction between
(unstable) fragments of heavy ion fission
reaction induced by high density bunches, (ii)
nuclear lifetime of unstable states or other
observables through electron/gamma capture
in hot plasma condition, or through the
mechanism of coupling resonantly the nucleus
to its electron cloud, the so called Nuclear
Excitation by Electron Transition (NEET) and
Nuclear Excitation by Electron Capture (NEEC)
processes, (iii) modification of nuclear reaction
cross section in plasma conditions – a topic
of high interest in nuclear astrophysics, and
changes of decay modes. More details are

given in the ‘Laser driven nuclear physics’ ELINP Technical Design Report available on-line at
www.rrp.infim.ro/2016_68_S.html.
Performing such studies requires combining
laser-plasma interaction experiments with
nuclear physics techniques.
Plasma mirrors

Laser targets
Alignment
system

10 PW

Figure 1. A typical arangement for 10
petawatt experiments consisting of a remote
controlled target system equipped with
optical aligment, a microscope for focal spot
optimization, and a plasma mirror with the
triple role of contrast enhancement, back
reflection protection, and protection of the
large focusing optics against target debris.
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257 keV gamma ray emitted from
the 6 ms lifetime isomer in 90Nb

To the complex arrangement for 10 petawatt
experiments consisting in various systems
as described in the caption to Figure 1,
one has to add the secondary target where
nuclear reactions occur, diagnostics for the
acceleration of ions or the generated gamma
pulse, and detectors for the identification of
the nuclear effects of interest. All of these
are under development, while other specific
nuclear physics devices such as magnetic
recoil separator, gas stopping cell coupled
to ion traps, fast transport system needed to
perform high resolution gamma spectroscopy
in the vicinity of the interaction chamber, are
considered for future upgrades.
A new nuclear technique adapted to laser
experiments is presented in Figure 2. The insitu gamma spectroscopy of nuclear isomers
has already been demonstrated to work for
lifetimes of 1 millisecond, and faster recovery
detection systems under development hold
the promise to measure isomeric states
down to tens of microsecond lifetimes. This
will enlarge the capabilities of this technique
as an on-line characterization method of
radiation produced by high repetition rate
laser systems, and open new possibilities for
nuclear studies in laser driven experiments.

Figure 2. The sketch
of an in-situ gamma
spectroscopy experiment
using a LaBr3(Ce)
scintillator crystal read
by a photomultiplier.
Electrical signal is
digitized and processed
on board, generating
on-line uni- (and bi-)
dimensional spectra of
gamma energy (and
their emission time) from
which short-lived nuclear
states are measurable
in remarkable low
background conditions.

5.2 ELI-ALPS: Probing
ultrafast processes in all
phases of matter
‘Our division prepares experiments and
theory on all phases of matter: gas, liquid,
solid and plasma,’ explains Franck Lépine,
head of the Attosecond and Strong Field
Science division of ELI-ALPS.
‘Our division contains six groups,’ the French
physicist says. ‘Four of them are theoretical
groups, and two of them are experimental. We
have two main goals. The first is to push the
attosecond and ultrafast science by designing
new experiments which cannot be conducted
anywhere else in the world. And the second is
to try to identify scientific questions outside of
the ultrafast sciences to demonstrate to other
communities what ELI-ALPS can do for their
fields of research.’
Lépine and his colleagues recently published
an article in Nature Communications about
ultrafast relaxation processes in polycyclic

photo credit: Jenny Mottar

aromatic hydrocarbons. ‘That paper is an
excellent example of the type of experiments
we aim for outside of attoscience,’ he says.
‘That research is highly relevant for astrophysics
and astrochemistry. In those fields, people are
searching for the processes that led to life being
formed. They want to learn about complex and
large molecules that could be present in space
and that are irradiated by high energy photons.
Unfortunately, in most labs, it is only possible
to look at relatively small systems, like we did
in that Nature Communications paper.’ The
paper describes experiments on naphthalene,
anthracene, pyrene and tetracene: relatively
simple organic molecules.
When all lasers will be installed at ELI-ALPS,
it will be possible to do the same kinds of
experiments on much larger molecules, Lépine
explains. ‘In space, there are molecules which
led to biomolecules which eventually evolved
into more complex objects which are the basis
for life. Measurements done by telescopes yield
information about molecules in the interstellar
media. Small molecules can relatively easily be
identified from validation experiments on earth.
But for complex and large species, that are the

key species to understand the appearance of
life in the universe, there is no direct signature
and we have to use alternative approaches.
With ELI-ALPS, we will be able to open up this
window.’
More pulses, more possibilities
The dynamics in these molecules take place
on very short timescales. ELI-ALPS will enable
researchers to use many short high energy
pulses to follow the dynamics in real time and
learn what is going on. ‘One of the limitations
of current experiments, is the amount of pulses
available per second,’ says Lépine. ‘In most lab
set-ups, the laser typically fires with a frequency
of 1 kilohertz, 1000 pulses per second. At ELIALPS, we will be able to go to 100.000 pulses per
second. That is two orders of magnitude higher,
which means that we have a hundred times
higher chance to produce a relevant signal. It
improves the signal to noise ratio significantly.’
Another advantage of the ELI-ALPS setup is,
that it is possible to combine different radiation
sources. ‘That way, we will be able to probe the
dynamics on very broad range of wavelengths.’
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Attosecond experiments
Besides the example of astrophysics and
astrochemistry experiments, the division also
focusses on studying atoms, biomolecules
and materials. ‘In that case, the attosecond
physics comes in. Since it is very difficult to
generate and control attosecond pulses and
to do experiments with them, ELI-ALPS will be
a unique facility to study dynamic processes
in these systems. For example, there is a very
fascinating effect called charge migration. It has
been demonstrated by theoreticians that when
a very short laser pulse irradiates a biomolecule,
one can knock out an electron which leaves a
hole in the electron density. According to theory,
this hole can move through the structure on a
timescale that is much faster than the motion
of the nuclei, and this charge relocalization
will have a profound effect on the chemical
interactions the molecule can engage in. Thus
if you can manipulate this charge migration,
you are able to manipulate the chemistry of the
molecule in a totally new way. At ELI-ALPS, we
can not only use attosecond light sources to
create the holes, but we can also combine two
attosecond pulses to measure the dynamics
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occurring from that event in real time. We will
also be able to perform such experiments using
complex spectroscopic tools available at ELI
such as coincidence or 3D electron momentum.
There is currently no other lab in the world
were such experiments are possible in complex
species.’
Higher harmonics
The next year will be one of the most exciting
so far, says Lépine. ‘As in 2017, the first lasers
are expected to arrive. First experiments at
ELI-ALPS will be focussed on generating high
harmonics: we use very intense short laser
pulses with specific long wavelengths to interact
with a material. That results in highly nonlinear effects. A group of photons interacting
with the material can lead to the generation of
new photons with much higher energies, thus
creating very energetic radiations. We will also
perform experiments on non-linear effects
in the XUV spectral domain which is largely
unexplored. ELI-ALPS will be the perfect place
for that kind of physics and these are just few
examples.’

VI. Portraits
6.1 Jack Alexander Naylon,
Chief Laser Control
Scientist at ELI Beamlines
After gaining a Masters and a PhD degree in
Electronic Engineering at Cardiff University, the
English Jack Naylon (1985) specialised in signal
processing and high frequency engineering as a
postdoc at the same university. From December
2012 onwards, he is heading the Laser Control
Systems group at the ELI Beamlines project and
is appointed senior staff scientist at the Czech
National Institute of Physics.

Jack Alexander Naylon
How did you get involved in ELI Beamlines?
‘I saw an advert, in Nature I think. I had been in
Cardiff for over a decade and was looking for a
change. My partner is Czech, and this would be
an opportunity to work and live in her country.
The job sounded interesting. I had a background
in radio frequency, and expected that at ELI, they
would probably need some RF expertise for the
timing systems. So I applied, and got the job.’
What are your main tasks at the facility?
‘I am responsible for the laser control systems.
That involves lots of different things: the timing
systems, the software, the support hardware, the
safety systems and so on. It is pretty diverse, and
I enjoy that. We design software and hardware
to run the lasers and coordinate with the main
Credit: DESY Hamburg

suppliers to try and standardize the control systems
and to reduce the duplication of effort with them.
Our ultimate aim is to make sure the lasers can
be operated reliably and safely for long periods
without too much manual intervention and that
they can be precisely timed and synchronised
together for advanced experiments.’
What is the main challenge?
‘From a controls point of view, the high repetition
rate of our laser systems is a challenge. In a low
repetition rate laser you have time for an operator
to decide if everything is going well. If some of the
optics get damaged, or an aberration of the beam
is observed, you have time to switch off the system
and stop the next shot from being fired. But in our
case, all analysis must be done automatically, so
we have to develop technology that can analyze
the health of the entire system on the fly. In fact,
the time windows we have for decision making
are in the order of 10s of milliseconds, and submillisecond for L1. This is unknown territory for
laser control systems; the development lasers on
which our beamlines are based did not generally
have such high levels of automation. One of the
more practical problems we are facing is that
there is a lack of expectation of the costs of this.
So we have to deliver a reliable, completely new
system within a very limited budget.’
What is the current state of affairs?
Building these systems actually is a Catch-22
situation: it is impossible to fully develop and test
a control system without the laser being ready,
but you need to have the control system before
you can operate the laser. Building two duplicate
lasers in parallel as was originally foreseen would
have been great, but budgets were too tight
for this. Despite this, the L3 laser is pretty much
finished now, and for the L1 laser the front-end
was demonstrated a year ago and we’re just
waiting to move-in. Our design and development
phase is basically finished, and we hope that the
integration of the hardware will go fairly smoothly
for the final installation of the lasers into the ELI
building.’
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What is your personal ambition?

How did you get involved in ELI-NP?

‘Of course the main thing is to get the systems
up and running the way they are supposed to.
And then my team will focus more on
maintenance, which is by far not as boring as it
sounds. There are many upgrade plans for ELI,
and I hope to be able to provide the controls
necessary for them. For me personally, the fact
that we have to synchronize and time multiple
beams together is an exciting challenge. Nobody
has been able to do this on this scale before.
The stabilization of these large beamlines is
a big challenge, and as an engineer solving
problems is my main job. Finding solutions
to enable cutting edge science for unique
experiments: that pretty much summarizes my
ambition. We are opening up possibilities with
lasers that have not been available until now,
and I hope everyone will benefit from that.’

‘I had been asked to apply for this position by
some colleagues who were involved in the project.
I myself had not been involved in the planning
stage or discussions, but I came to conclude that
knowing this laser system, it would be attractive
and challenging to step into a totally new phase
of physics. Many Japanese friends have been
surprised of seeing me leaving. I left all of a sudden,
but I will return for a short period coming spring
to finish the supervision of some of my graduate
students. I transferred to Romania by myself; my
wife is a professor in computer science and works
still in Japan. But most of the people here are very
friendly, and almost everyone speaks English: it is
no problem to fit in. For me it is very stimulating
to step into a new environment and jump into
new knowledge.’

6.2 Kazuo A. Tanaka,
Scientific Director at ELI-NP
Kazuo A. Tanaka (1951) finished his PhD at the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A. in 1982 after graduating
at Osaka University in Japan. He stayed at
the University of Rochester for three more
years and then returned to Osaka University,
where he has been an assistant professor and
professor and carried several large scale plasma
research projects until he was appointed to be
the Scientific Director at ELI-NP as of September
2016.

What are your main tasks at the facility?
‘Our laser system will have an intensity which
is higher than ever before, and the gamma
beam will be the brightest one ever made. So
first, we will have to prove these performances
in the next one or two years. The intensity of
the laser beam will be a hundred times higher
than at other sites, and the brightness of the
gamma beam will exceed other systems with
a factor of ten. So our research groups and
the collaborators have been elaborating on
possible experiments. This has already resulted
in 300 pages of Romanian Reports in Physics,
Volume 68 Supplement 2016. Furthermore, we
are working on a detailed specification of the
diagnostics we need before commissioning the
system in 2020.’

nuclear physics. It is all about combining laser
technology and gamma beams on scales which
have never been performed before. This will
become a very attractive site for scientists from
all over the world, namely a game changer in
the field.’
What is your personal ambition?
‘I have committed to stay here at ELI-NP.
My hope is that during that time ELI-NP will
turn out to be a truly international centre for
nuclear physics. I would like to orchestrate all
these activities in a good harmony keeping
the progress of building the systems on time.
In the 6th century in Japan, a prince called
Shotoku-Taishi, who was a prince of the Imperial
family, was popular among the nation. His policy
of governance was to respect the harmony. This
philosophy lives in every Japanese mind and
could be rather accepted in general.’

6.3 Katalin G. Varjú, Head
of the Attosecond Sources
Division at ELI-ALPS
Hungarian Katalin Varjú (1974) holds a Diploma
and a PhD in Physics from University of Kent
(UK) and an MSc in Physics from JATE University
in Hungary. After obtaining her PhD, she left
for a postdoc project at Lund University. She
has been employed by the University of Szeged
on different projects since 1999, and has been
involved in ELI since 2010.

What is the most exciting part of your
work?

Kazuo A. Tanaka

‘I am working with truly international groups
of top scientists, which create and challenge
unique ideas and experiments. Furthermore,
the system itself will enable us to work in a new
regime of physics. We can have the laser beam
colliding with relativistic electron beams, which
will cause dynamics predicted by QED theory
which could not be tested before. Also for many
other applications like fusion or fission, exciting
possibilities will be tested. The name of the
facility says it all: extreme laser infrastructure

educated here. I studied Physics at the University
of Szeged, and already in my undergraduate years
optics and lasers became my main interest. After
obtaining my PhD, I spent 2,5 years in the research
group of Prof. Anne L’Huillier at Lund University,
which is one of the most active attosecond
laboratories in the world. I obtained a great deal
of experimental and theoretical experience in the
field of high power lasers, harmonic generation
and attosecond pulse generation and applications.
On returning back to Szeged University from
Lund, I carried on with that line of research. When
Hungary applied to host an ELI facility, I naturally
joined in the project at the preparatory phase.
Ever since – with breaks of maternity leave – I
continuously support this adventure.’
What is your job at the facility, and what are
your main tasks?
‘I am Head of the Attosecond Sources Division,
which is responsible for the implementation
of the attosecond beamlines (6 high harmonic
generation arrangements driven by 3 of our
lasers), designed by our expert partners. During
the present construction phase my work is mainly
managerial: participating in the management
of the company, arranging public procurement
processes, hiring and training of young colleagues.
I enjoy participating in scientific events spreading
the information about the ELI project, and mostly
of the scientific knowledge we can obtain.’
What is your own research focussed on?
‘My main research interest is the generation,
characterization and applications of attosecond
pulses. The generation process is the result of
the interaction of atoms, molecules or solids with
very intense laser pulses – already an interesting
event. Then the generated attosecond pulses can
be used to study very fast dynamical processes in
other targets. The whole field is rather young, as it
relies on the availability of the intense laser pulses,
resulting of the research in the last few decades.’
What kind of research will ELI-ALPS make
possible, and in what sense is that unique?

Katalin Varjú
How did you get involved in ELI-ALPS?
‘With great luck, I would say. Szeged – the venue
of ELI-ALPS – is my home town, I was born and

‘ELI ALPS will host 3 unique, short-pulsed laser
systems – all at the state of the art in some of its
parameters. The lasers at different repetition rates
will provide the highest possible peak powers. We
will drive attosecond beamlines with all of these
lasers, obtaining complementary sources in terms
of repetition rate or peak power.’
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VII. Apply Now
ELI-ALPS
Senior Mechanical Engineer
The senior mechanical engineer will develop special equipment for scientific application,
support the scientific groups, manage the fabrication of the parts and equipment and
participate in the coordination of suppliers’ work, elicitation and communication of
requirements, code and design reviews.
http://www.eli-alps.hu/sites/default/files/allashirdetesek/ELI_ALPS_mechanical_
engineer_20160622.pdf
Senior Embedded Programmer
The tasks belonging to this position are: developing embedded programs as part of the
DAQ chain for data acquisition and online data processing (front-end detector electronics,
optionally GPUs) and developing high-speed data interfaces and injection techniques and
elaborate multiple alternative solution architectures with some prototypes.
http://www.eli-alps.hu/sites/default/files/allashirdetesek/ELI_ALPS_embedded_
programmer_20160607.pdf
Senior Electrical Engineer
The successful candidate will develop specialized control and measurement systems for
scientific application. His/her role will be testing and assembling hardware prototypes in
certain cases, designing hardware architecture for experiment control and participate with the
coordination of suppliers’ work.

Laser Safety Offer
The Laser Safety Officer will establish and maintain adequate policies and procedures to control
laser hazard. To achieve that, he or she will, amongst others: classify lasers and laser systems,
evaluate hazards of laser work areas with respect to combined hazards related to experimental
work (e.g. ionizing radiation, oxygen depleting gases, flammable gases, biohazards etc.), assure
that the prescribed control measures are implemented and maintained in effect, and act as a
member of the Laser Safety Committee.
http://www.eli-beams.eu/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Laser-Safety-Officer-1.pdf
Leader of Research Programme 2: X-ray sources driven by ultrashort laser pulses
The suitable candidate will be responsible for the delivery of X-ray sources driven by ultrashort
laser pulses and their integration into the ELI Beamlines facility. This will include responsibility for
key activities such as the coordination of laser driven X-ray beamlines research and development
team, implementation of the laser driven X-ray beamlines project parts with respect to deadlines,
staff, and technologies used, and the coordination of interfacing between the laser driven X-ray
beamlines research and development team.
http://www.eli-beams.eu/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Leader-of-Research-Programme-2.pdf
More information can be found on the ELI Beamlines website here:
http://www.eli-beams.eu/jobs/

ELI-NP
Senior/Junior Researcher (Experimental Plasma Physics with High-Power Lasers)

http://www.eli-alps.hu/sites/default/files/allashirdetesek/ELI_ALPS_electrical_
engineer_20160607.pdf

The Senior Researcher will perform scientific experiments and technological developments in
topics relevant to Research Activity 3, will create and lead scientific working groups and guide
junior researchers, postdocs and PhD students. He or she will participate in the definition and
implementation of the scientific aims of Research Activity 3.

More information can be found on the ELI-ALPS website here:
http://www.eli-alps.hu/?q=en/jobs

http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Senior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Plasma_Physics_Profile.pdf

ELI Beamlines

The Junior Researcher will perform scientific experiments and technological developments,
participate in scientific working groups, assist the research of postdoctoral researchers and PhD
students.
http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Junior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Plasma_Physics_Profile.pdf

ELITRANS Target Engineer

Senior/Junior Researcher (Experimental Strong-Field Physics with Lasers)

The candidate is supposed to work predominantly on manufacturing, design and development
of targets and alignment systems for laser plasma interaction experiments. He or she will be
involved in the evaluation of target needs for the ELI-BL project, the analysis of the possibilities
of target manufacturing and alignment, and will participate in the target work package of the
ELITRANS project, for which coordination with two other ELI pillars is needed.

The Senior Researcher will perform scientific experiments and technological developments in
Strong-Field QED with High-Power Lasers at experimental area E6 and E1, will create and lead
scientific working groups and guide junior researchers, postdocs and PhD students. He or she
will advise the Head of Research Activity in his or her area of expertise and will participate in the
definition and implementation of the scientific aims of Research Activity 3.

http://www.eli-beams.eu/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/ELITRANS_Target_Engineer.pdf
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http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Senior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Strong_Field_Physics_Profile.pdf
The Junior Researcher will perform scientific experiments and technological developments in
Strong-Field QED with High-Power Lasers at experimental areas E6 and E1, participate in scientific
working groups and assist the research of postdoctoral researchers and PhD students.
http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Junior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Strong_Field_Physics_Profile.pdf
Senior/Junior Researcher (Theoretical and Computational Physics
with High Intensity Lasers)
The Senior Researcher will perform scientific computations and theoretical developments in
topics relevant to Research Activity 3, will create and lead scientific working groups, and will
guide junior researchers, postdocs and PhD students. The Senior Researcher will advise the Head
of Research Activity in his or her area of expertise and will participate in the definition and
implementation of the scientific aims of Research Activity 3.
http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Senior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Theoretical_Computational_
Physics_Profile.pdf
The Junior Researcher will perform scientific computations and theoretical developments in all
the main scientific directions of Research Activity 3, participate in scientific working groups, assist
the research of postdoctoral researchers and PhD students.
http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs/160725/Junior_Researcher_ELI-NP_RA3_Theoretical_Computational_
Physics_Profile.pdf
More information can be found on the ELI-NP website here:
http://www.eli-np.ro/jobs
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VIII. Events
8.1 4th ELI-ALPS User Workshop
November 10-11
Last November 10-11, Szeged, Hungary hosted the fourth ELI-ALPS user workshop. ELI-ALPS, as
an international user facility, is forming an active international user community, incorporating
users from a broad spectrum of disciplines, research areas and technological/industrial
application. The workshop was held in the framework of these actions. The fourth user workshop
focused on research that could be conducted at ELI-ALPS in the scientific areas of laser particle
acceleration and related application, THz radiation applications and radiobiology applications of
laser driven secondary sources. Its mission was to brainstorm research and technology that could
be optimally and/or uniquely hosted by ELI-ALPS. A round table discussion on “User facility
interface parameters” aimed at the collection of user requirements with respect to parameters
and adequate units that the users as well as peripheral instrumentation would need to be
provided with.

8.2 ELI’s second partners meeting
November 16-17
To strengthen and further broaden ELI’s partnerships, the 2nd Partners Meeting was held in
Romania on 16-17 November, and was hosted by ELI Nuclear Physics, the Romanian pillar of
ELI.
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The event was dedicated to the presentation of the progress in the implementation of the project
to present and prospective Partners and future users of the ELI-European Research Infrastructure
Consortium (ELI-ERIC).
During the two days, the participants could hear about the status of the ELI-ERIC application, the
user access policies and got an overview about the construction status, the equipment available
at the three pillars and the plans for first day experiments. The parallel implementation phase
of the three pillars will be substituted by a joint operation after the creation of the ELI-ERIC.
According to the plans, the construction of all ELI pillars will be ended by 2019. After testing
and demonstration of the experimental capabilities the full operation can start from 2019-2020.
The access policy to ELI intends to ensure the attraction of the best scientific users and the
generation of excellent scientific results – Prof. Carlo Rizzuto, Director General of ELI-DC, said. He
also emphasized that research is not an economic activity, so instead of speaking about business,
in this environment it is probably better to speak about sustainability. The sustainability should
be secured by having excellent quality of its capabilities and its ‘service’, allowing the national
and international research communities to commit the participation of their governments.
Besides the implementation and ERIC achievement status, the representatives of present
members of ELI-DC and of potential members of ELI-ERIC, presented the membership status and
the possible ideas of partner facilities in their countries. France, Lithuania, Germany, Switzerland,
the UK are some examples of the countries that are interested in ELI. These partnerships can
involve not only performing experiments, but also joint technological development, training
and ‘mind-sharing’ as well. The completely new research opportunities offered by ELI might
attract users from all around the world, and our aim for the future is to build up a strong ELI
international user community.

8.3 ELITRANS WP9 workshop: Knowledge and
Technology Transfer in ELI-ERIC
November 24-25
The Knowledge and Technology Transfer (KTT) is part of the ELI-ERIC business model, and the WP9
in ELITRANS aims to reach a common understanding of the goals of KTT, which is very important for
the future ELI distributed infrastructure. The WP9 workshop was organized at ELI-NP in Magurele,
Romania, on November 24-25, 2016.
The aims of the workshop were to find a common position and understanding of deliverables in
the WP9, draft a structure of each deliverable, identify the scope of work to be done and identify
specific tasks of KTT activities in international distributed research infrastructures. The participants
came from the three ELI pillars and ELI DC, from STFC, and from Elettra Trieste.
There was a presentation about the current status of development of the Intellectual Property (IP)
policy for ELI-ERIC. This was discussed with the participants. It has been proposed that the policy
would also cover scientific articles and other forms of IP. It would be very much needed to have
one single set of rules regarding IP, especially if we think about joint inventions, and this is possible
under the ERIC regulations.
Expansion of business involvement
A company most likely needs research it understands and which relates to its core business
(exceptions are also possible, think of large companies that can afford to pursue exploratory
research in other fields than their core business, or companies that may involve in collaborative
research if this is free of charge for them).
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Some participants of the workshop advocated the active search for companies and for triggering
their interest: finding out what companies need and proposing solutions for their problems.
This means involving researchers, finding out what application areas the facility can cover, and
providing incentives for the research staff: they know best their science and many times they have
good external connections which enables them to find the best suited partner candidates from the
industry. Researchers who know how to deal with these problems are not abundantly available,
therefore more researchers should be trained in these skills.
Companies actually need more information and – more important – guidance in understanding the
new experimental capabilities and how could these capabilities help their business.
It has been noticed that actually a large KTT process is just taking place right now, as the big
equipment at the ELI facilities is built and installed. We should be able to account for that and make
most use of it.
In order to approach companies, showcases for industry should be developed.
A visit of the ELI-NP facility’s new buildings has been organized.
The session on the second day was attended by members of the ELI pillars, and it was intended to
be an aftermath of the discussions on Thursday and an occasion to decide over the next activities
to be undertaken by the working group.
ELITRANS has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 676627.
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IX. Milestones 2016
The main milestones we achieved in 2016: our three magnificent buildings!
ELI Beamlines
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Contact
We offer the possibility to register to the ELInes electronic
newsletter distribution via our website.
We would be happy to collect your comments and receive
suggestions for new subjects to be treated by ELInes. You can
contact us via our website and at elines@eli-laser.eu
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